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About This Game

Deep within the Crystal Caves of Icefinger Mountains, the dreaded Snow Witch is plotting to bring on a new ice age. A brave
trapper dies in your arms and lays the burden of his mission on your shoulders. But time is running out – will YOU take up the

challenge?

Originally written by Ian Livingstone in 1984, Caverns of the Snow Witch celebrated its 30th anniversary in 2014. The ninth
book in the Fighting Fantasy series, it expands upon the original version published in WARLOCK magazine, taking you beyond

the Crystal Caves.

Relive the adventures in the Icefinger Mountains, lovingly updated for PC, Mac and Linux. Presented in full colour with
realistic physics-based dice rolling for battles, an auto-updated adventure sheet and stat keeping.

This Standalone edition of the Caverns of the Snow Witch gamebook comes specially themed to suit the adventure. Caverns of
the Snow Witch is also available to purchase within the Fighting Fantasy Classics library. Please note that purchasing one does

not unlock the other and will need to be re-purchased if desired in the other format.
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Title: Caverns of the Snow Witch (Standalone)
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Tin Man Games
Publisher:
Tin Man Games
Franchise:
Fighting Fantasy
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2 GHz dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Hardware Accelerated Graphics with dedicated memory

Storage: 350 MB available space

English
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This is actually a really fun game at first, when you are first upgrading and manipulating your ship. You can make missile boats,
blaster-based ships, you get option drones to fire when you shoot, and so on. Mining is actually somewhat interesting to fool
around with early on.

It, however, gets repetitive, starting with mining, and then upgrading, and finally the combat. The final ship components cause
all end-game ships to look the same, and the final boss has a stupid mechanic which requires you to either have a way more
responsive ship than the game gives you, or to angle a shot in a way that gives you a generally unsatisfying win because you
didn't do the high-agility maneuvers that it feels like you should do. It caps the game off with not even allowing you to have a
solid victory in the final "cutscene."

Overall, a good 75% of a game marred by an overly repetitive final zone. If you don't mind this, and the late 90s graphics, go
ahead and get it! It's actually pretty fun, reminiscent of Asteroids with an upgradeable ship and uh, better graphics, though still a
far cry from anything you'd call "modern.". The perfect DLC for anyone with too much money to spare!. I like the
concept........execution not so much
audio ques really really mess up your pace when you hear the german commander shouting about pioneers and youve got a rifle
unit in your hands. I am seriously unimpressed. If the game doesnt look good, I expect awesome gameplay. No gameplay ? Well,
give me awesome graphics. This game, sadly, lacks both. Again - I would have loved if steam would have given me "indifferent"
option here. Because I give the game 5/10.. But it lacks just enough so I wouldn`t recommend it.
It`s mostly a walking simulator. But you have to walk in serious copy/paste environments. I`ll get into detail further.

I liked the idea at the beginning - firefighter wakes up and there`s fire everywhere. He doesn`t remember what happened. And
slowly playing you regain his memory. And there are flashbacks now and then to his first days at work as a firefighter.
It`s all well and good. Until these flashbacks start to happen every half a minute. The game is just jumping back and forth all the
time. You start to lose focus at what is actually happening. While at that - when you get back to the main game after flashback,
all your inventory is gone. Not that it matters - you usually have what you need laying on the ground anyway. But that is just
lazy. Would have been much more flawless if inventory stayed (even if it`s just a fire extenguisher).

Oh boy - levels. Again - at first it`s all good and well. Environments change a bit, now and then there`s something interesting to
see. But after that it just gets repetative. In the end there`s a catwalk you have to cross to get out. It`s seriously the same s*** all
over again all the time. Nothing changes. You just run and run for minutes.

The game is short. Two and a half hours to finish it.
Why are half of achievements in english and half in german ? Why does half of achievements half some kind of filler text as
despcription (it`s all same for those achievements). And after checking them out I didnt get some that were related to story..

All in all - I got it in bundle. I did enjoy finishing it. But thats it - as a part of bundle. Why not..
. An excellent first chapter in the sequel to the Space Pilgrim series.. i love it
it reminds me of my childhood memories
when I went to see my mother at work
everything is awesome
Boo make boom
Greedy is green
Kid give art of pixel
good choice for take good time
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Tactical genital poking.

10\/10

Looking forward to online multiplayer.. Wow. Just wow. I’ve had the game for I think a little over an hour now. And I must say
I’m VERY impressed. For a game that’s not even fully complete yet, it was worth the 9 bucks. I can see myself playing this
game for MANY more hours to come. Also, one more thing, PLEASE make carbon a little easier to find, or at least make it
craftable.. All the stages distort in this one. If you don't like this game mechanic on the original game, you shouldn't buy this
DLC. If you do, buy it, as it is a good challenge.. I LOVE rogue-lites and rogue-likes, and the occasional twin stick shooter. This
game sort of fits both shoes without leaning left or right to hard. This is a gem.

Character progression follows in a large number of unlockables which are rewarded for their corresponding coin or token, each
has a upwards facing arrow but in different colors. Collecting these in numbers unlocks weapons, costumes and upgrades the
Store - your spawn point and safe area found after each world\/area.

The Costumes are basically your special weapon. By spending some of your Stamina you can use the special attacks.

The weapons occasionally kill me. Namely the fireworks due to the timed detonation. Basically they are landmines.
The ammo you get is decided by random and whenever your immediate weapons ammo is depleted you are given a random new
type of ammo. If you are unloading on enemies with bullets then all of a sudden your machine gun starts dropping land mines at
your feet you can see how that can lead to a bad day. This is the only thing that is annoying at times.

The Store, your homebase, is also upgradable by tokens\/coins. This allows you to get home bonuses. I won't dive into detail
however I suggest trying to upgrade this asap. From the start you can buy character upgrades like Stamina, Health, Ammo,
Critical Hit Chance, Damage, Luck, and so forth for each run, if you have cash from enemies.

Power ups in game:
You have a lot of different power ups that come in shoes and gloves. These either give your guy positive or negative effects.
There is also a dice power up that is random chance.

The music is very good and fits the game well. I often find myself humming along with it.
The art in the game is very well done and you can tell its not something you normally see on steam. Not an asset cash grab. Read
the movie titles on the theaters in game! If you like rogues I highly suggest grabbing this one. If you are a Halloween fan also get
this. This is a gem of a game and a nice addition to the rogue\/twin stick library.

It goes on sale sometimes for you cheap folk ;). A great visual novel with a deep and meaningful story! Ame no Marginal is yet
another great visual novel from the creator of Narcissu. The art is in a beautiful anime style with some realistic detailing much
like Narcissu. The music adds atmosphere and emotion to the entire visual novel through it beautiful sound and emotional
range.I recommend Ame no Marginal to both guys and girls of all ages.

Similar games that I also recommend:
Season of 12 Colors
To the Moon
Narcissu 1st and 2nd
Planetarian. LD is a metroidvania-lite platformer thats exploration based with good music and ambient sounds. Basically you are
running and jumping all over the map trying to find items to help you find a way back to your moon. The visual design is
distinctive and well done, if it's to your taste that's another matter entirely though. If you are a genre fan you chould check it
out.. I played these brick breaker games growing up and this definitely brought me back. Lots of fun! Good work on the game!
Easily worth the price.. If you want some quick challenging fun get yourself a copy of Xlarn. It's just like the original we played
25 years ago but with pretty pictures instead of keyboard characters. This game is fun each and every time you play it. Basically
you want to get the Lance of Death. It has multiple difficulty levels to keep you coming back for more after you conquer it, also
has local, friend and global high score charts so bring it on. 100\/100 Also it won't be quick if you finish the game but all the
times you die will be and they will inspire you to come back for more.
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~Mazaraku~. Since the changes to this game I no longer view this as a game worth playing. The frames are astonishly beautiful.
Simple yet engaging story-telling. It took me about 3 hours to reach one of several end points of the story. High-quality indie
gaming.

Sometimes the drifts in the background music are a bit repetitive. But overall the music supports the story adequately.

I would definitely recommend that graphic novel.
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